We show that any functional language with record
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The type { x a n } should be read "I am a record which given any input row of fields x returns the output row n." The types for tlhe primitives above can be read with the following intuition:
The empty record retu:rns the input row unchanged.
As remarked above (section 1), we encoded the extraction of field a in .M as the extraction of field a in the application of M to any record that does not contain the a field. Otherwise we would have got the weaker type: -.a:{abs~a:pre(a); x}-ia Thus, the extraction of the a field of r takes a record r which given any row where a is absent, produces a row where a is defined with some value v. The result r.a is this value v.
A one-field record extends the input row, defining one more field (that should not be previously defined).
The removal of field a from a record M returns a record that acts as ill except on the field a where it acts as the empty reco:rd.
Finally, concatenation composes its arguments. We show a few examples processed by a prototype written in CAML [CH89, Wei89]. The type inference engine is exactly the one of II; only the primitives have changed. The syntax is similar to CAML syntax.
The type of a one field record says that the record cannot be merged with another record defining this field:
#let a = {a = l};; a:{a:abs; x~a:pre (num); X} Two records r ands can be merged if they do not define common fields. For instance, r can be merged on the left with {a= 1} if its output row on a is absent. #let left r = r [/ {a = l};; Ieft:{x a a:abs; m} + {X a a:pre (num); m}
The resulting record mo(iifies its input row as r but on field a which is added, Similarly, s can be merged on the right with a if the input field a is present (with the right type).
#let right s = {a = 1} II s;; right: {a:pre (num); x + m} + {a:abs; x +-m} In particular, s cannot define an a field, otherwise its input field a would be absent. Non overwriting of fields is guaranteed on the left by negative information (absent field) at a positive occurrence (row), and on the right by positive information (present field) at a positive occurrence (row). Some symmetry is preserved! However writing r [1 s instead of s [/ r in a program sometime matters: one might typecheck while the other does not, though none of the programs would overwrite fields. If both typecheck, the type of the result will be the same (provided all fields are symmetric).
Here are a few more examples:
#let foo = fun r s --+ (r II s).a;; foo:{a:abs; x + x} -+ {z~a:pre (r?); g} -8
This shows the functionality of concatenation on both sides. The result shall have an a field, but we do not know which argument will provide it.
#let gee = foo {b = l};; gee:{ b:pre (num); a:abs; x + a:pre (0); m} -+ 8
Now, the argument of gee must define the a field. The choice between strict and free extension is encoded in the extension primitive, but the choice between asymmetric and symmetric concatenation is not encoded in the concatenation primitive which is always the composition. It is not concatenation which is symmetric or not but record fields themselves! We can have symmetric and asymmetric fields coexisting peacefully.
#{!a = 1; b = true};; it:
{b:abs; a:a; x + a:pre (num); b:pre (booI); x}
Primitives to modify these properties of fields can easily be provided s~ma:{a:6; X*a:pre(a); X} +{a:abs ;X%a:pre(a); X} asym":{ a:~; x+a:pre(a); x} --{a: e; X+a:pre(a); X} But it is not possible to make all fields of a record symmetric, or asymmetric; this has to be done field by field. With asymmetric fields, the following examples reach the limit of ML polymorphism.
For instance, the function does not accept a record r which has a b field, though the program would still run correctly if the b field of s is asymmetric. This is due to ML polymorphism weakness: the second argument is A-bound and thus is not polymorphic.
The field b of s is observed by setting its input to abs, which has to be the output field b of r in r II s.
Since s has definitely a b field, the concatenation r II s is equal to the concatenation r \ There are only a few other systems that implement concatenation. Wand's proposal [Wan89] is still more powerful that our system Hll. For instance is typable in Wand's system but not in ours. Wand's system polymorphism is carried by the concatenation operator, at the cost of bringing in the type system a restricted form of conjunctive types and having disjunction of principal types instead of unique principal types. In contrast, in our system, polymorphism is carried by records themselves. As mentioned above, we can regenerate polymorphism of records by inserting retyping functions.
If the same restricted form of conjunctive types was brought in our system, then retyping functions would be powerful enough to regenerate all fields of a record without having to mention them explicitly. This would give back all the power of Wand's system. This shows that the additional power of Wand's system comes from conjunctive types. Conversely, our system succeeds with only generic polymorphism on examples that needed conjunctive types in Wand's system. We are going to explain how this happens.
Wand's system can be reformulated in system IL A simple idea is to type the concatenation operator by introducing an infix type operattor II of arity two:
But we have to eliminate [1operators that might hide type collisions. In the system II, we entice distributing concatenation on fields with the equations:
The following 1111 program cannot be typed in HP90: #let either r s = (r II s).a in # if true then either {a = 1} {b = 2} # else either {b = 2} {a = l};; it:num In the expression (r II s) .a, one has to choose whether r or s is defining field a, and thus the function either cannot be used with two alternatives, This breaks the symmetry of concatenation.
Conversely, there are programs that can be typed in HP90 but not in Ifll as a result of ML polymorphism restrictions. For instance the function #let reverse r s = if true then r II s else s II r;; reverse:{x * x} + {x u> x} --+ {x %-x} cannot be applied to {a = 1} and {b = 2} in 1111. In HP90 it would have type vx. v7r#x. x+7r+(x[17r)
The field operator II can be defined by enumerating the triples (0, e,@ II c). They are all triples of the form and could be applied to any two compatible records. It is difficult, though, to tell whether the failure comes (0, abs,@) or (d,pre (@),pre (~)). from a limitation of polymorphism in general, or the inability to quantify with constraints, since the two This disjunction in the relation II breaks the principal are strongly related. Next section provides a better type property of type inference. Worse, disjunctions basis for comparison between the two systems. on different fields combine and make the resulting type (conjunction of types) explode in size.
Our system emphasizes that O II s is uniform on 6: once we know .s, we can eliminate the conjunction in O II s. A field a, instead of carrying its type E, carries the function O~d II e. For instance, if ill has type~, the record {a= M} would have type If(a: pre (~); abs ) in II. On field a, since s is now pre (~), the merging 0 II s is equal to pre (-r). In the ternplate, m is abs, and thus x II m is x. We deduce the type in 1111: { (a:fl * pre(T)); (X +-X) }, i.e. { (a:6; x) * (a:pre(~);x) }.
Another system with type inference was proposed by Ohori and Buneman in [OB88] . Their concatenation on records is recursive concatenation, which we do not provide. Note that they have a very restricted form of recursive concatenation since types in record fields must not contain any function type. In explicitly typed languages, the only system with concatenation is the one of Harper and Pierce [HP90b]; it implements symmetric concatenation.
Since their system is explicitly (higher order) typed, we say that typing a Ifll program h4 succeeds in HP90 if we can find a HP90 program whose erasure (the program obtained by erasing all type information) is M. Their system has not free restriction of fields, but we shall ignore this difference.
Limitations and extensions
Since the type inference engine of 1111 is the same as the one of II (only types of primitives have changed), both systems enjoy the samle properties, Record polymorphism is provided by ML genericity introduced in let bindings. If this is too restrictive, then one should introduce type inclusion. One could also have a restricted conjunctive engine as in [Wan89]; however this would decrease considerably the efficiency of type inference, and the readability of types. Allowing recursion on types would also require an extension of the results (though in practice the mechanism is already present). In I'Ill, as in II, present fields cannot be implicitly forgotten, but have to be explicitly removed, unless the structure of fields is enriched with flags. All these improvements are discussed in detail in [R6m91b] .
3
Other applications
The transformation can also be applied to other languages. Remind that this example is not typable in HP90. Conversely, the program let reverse r s = if true then r II s else s II r in reverse {} {a = 1}, reverse {} {a = l};;
can be typed in HP90, but we conjecture that it cannot be typed in HP9011. In fact its typability in HP II is equivalent to the following term being the erasure of a term of F with the constant U of type A a. a + a --+ a:
(fun r--+ K(r IK)(r KI)) U(funfg +(funx+f(g x)) (fun x -t g (f x))) where Ibefunx+x and Kisfunxy +x. To summarize none of the language HP90 or HP9011 would be strictly more powerful than the other. Remark that type applications and type abstractions are located in completely different places, thus a partial translation of explicitly typed terms from HP9011 to HP90 can only be global.
A previous language proposed by Harper Sending a method a to an object x was the same as reading the field x of a. The problem with this encoding is that it requires record concatenation. We can easily get read of it, using our trick. We encode a class definition as i.e.
AZ. Au.~self. {F'(@ o u with which only requires record elctension. an object of that class becomes
and sending a method is unchanged.
Remarks

a]
Then creating
Since removing of fields is not needed here, this section applies~0 all typed calculi with record extension.
This section uses Wand's conception of inheritance. Objects are carrying their dictionaries. Other views of objects do not encode with record operations. This section does not apply to the:m.
Conclusion
We have described how a functional language with records and record extension automatically provides record concatenation. Though records are data, they should be typed as if there were abstractions over an input row of fields that they modify. Their behavior can be observed at any time by giving them the empty row as input. Concatenation is then composition.
We have applied the methcjd to a record extension of ML. We have obtained a language implementing all operations on records except the recursive merge, allowing type inference in a very efficient way in practice.
The extra information in abstract record types is useless if one does not need concatenation, and whether concatenation should be provided or encoded depends on how much use of it is made.
The kind of type system that we have obtained seems complementary to Harper and Pierce's one. Exploiting the best of the two systems would be interesting investigation.
The encoding also helps understanding concatenation. However the relationship between the semantics of a program in the language with concatenation and the semantics of its translation need to be investigated closely before claiming that concatenation itself comes for free. 
